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1. Introduction and preliminaries 
1.1. Introduction 
Nonlinear filtering equations are given here 
is a semimartingale of a Brownian sheet B, in 
and the observation process Y is defined by 
for a model in which the! signal X 
the sense of Wong and Zakai [24] 
where H is a nonanticipative functional of X and W is a Brownian sheet, indepen- 
dent of B. 
For the formulation of the causal filtering problem considered here, we refer to 
Wong and Tsui [ 181 and to Wong [ 171. In this formulation the rectangle R,, = 
((0, v)EIw:: u s s, t’ s t} describes a certain past and, according to the displacements, 
three types of present are defined for &, namely, its east, north and north-east 
boundaries. The filtering equations concern the estimation of the present values 
of X in terms of the past values OF Y, and each of the mentioned displacements 
of (s, t) yields to a filtering equation that we respectivt.:ly call horizontal, vertical 
and diagonal. 
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In the one-parameter filtering theory there exist mainly two methods for the 
derivation of the nonlinear filtering equation. The first, developed by Fujisaki, 
Kallianpur and Kunita in [5], is the direct method based on the martingale rep- 
resentation in terms of the innovation process; whereas the second, initially sug- 
gested by Zakai in [25], is the reference probability method widely applied and 
developed later on by several authors. In the two-parameter case the direct method 
has been used by Wong and Tsui in [18], Wong in [17] and Korezlioglu in [8] fljr 
the Gaussian linear model. However, this direct method presents some theoretical 
difficulties because it necessitates the elaboration of a stochastic calculus with 
respect to a filtration not having the famous property F4 (Cairoli and Walsh [2]: 
by which means the most important results of the two-parameter martingale theory 
are obtained. As in our first work [ 111 we use here the reference probability method, 
extending the approaches of Bremaud and Yor :1] and Mazziotto and Szpirglas 
[15) in the one-parameter case. The method had already been used by Wong in 
[16] for the filtering of the Markovian solution of a two-parameter diffusion 
equation, such a process being a particular type of semimartingales considered 
here. The great advantage of the method is that the model can be defined on a 
reference probability space where the main filtrations have property F4; hence, all 
the results of the two-parameter martingale theory can be fully used. As shown in 
[ 1 l] and [ 151 the filtering equations are obtained by the combination of a projection 
theorem, a change of probability and Ito differentiation rules. These last two 
operations were rendered possible by the results of Wong and Zakai in [23] and [24]. 
In the second part of this section we recall a few notions of theory with some 
slight extensions needed for computations in the absence of property F4. 
Section ? is devoted to the description of the model and to the elaboration of 
the reference probability method. We construct the projection theorem for square- 
integrable semimartingales and obtain the desired filtering equations (here called 
unnormalized) on the reference probability space. 
We derive the filtering equations in Section 3 under the general hypothesif, that 
all the operations that we use are justiqed and the results are meaningful. By 
making such a Ilypothesis, merely justifying our formal computation, we wanted 
to see all the steps of the derivation of the filtering equations in order to be able 
to construct a set of hypotheses (on the model) under which the obtained results 
arc valid. The diagonal filtering equation is p,resented in terms of conditional 
covariance functions extending the one given it-! [17] by Wong for the Gaussian 
linear case. 
In Section 4 we give various hypotheses on the model justifying the results 
obtained in Section 3. In particular we show that the reference probability method 
~311 be adapted not only to the case where M is bounded as in [ll] but also to 
marc genera ! situations amongst which the Gaussian models considered in 117, 8, 
58j. 
f’inally+ in Section 5, we give as an example of application ths filtering equations 
for ;t bidil ccrional difTusion process X studied in [ 101 by Korezlioglu and Mazziotto. 
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in the two-parameter martingale theory: 
F4: WS, t) E Rz,,; 9: and 9: aie conditionally independent given Y,,. 
Nevertheless, it often happens [23,7], as in the filtering problem considered here, 
that this propert) is not preserved under a change of probability-hence the 
necessity of extending the definitions and properties of martingales and stochastic 
integrals with respect to filtrations not having property F4. 
Although, a process X and a filtration 9 are respectively denoted by (Xz, z E Rz,,) 
and (L&, z E R,,,), we extend the index set to R,, = {z E R*, z < ro} taking for 
z # 0, X, equal to 0 and S$ equal to the a-algebra generated by all the P-negligible 
sets of (0, s4). This wiil eliminate the privileged role of the coordinate axes of R’,. 
Given an W-valued process X on (0, &‘, P), the natural filtration of X, denoted 
by Sx, is the smallest fiiiration to which the components of X (that we denote by 
x’, x2,. . . , X” ) are adapted. 
LJnless otherwise stated, all the processes we consider here are real-valued 
processes. A process X zs said to be ivtegrabfe (resp. square-integrable, p-integrable) 
if, for all 2 E I?,,,, 
E(lX,[)<xl (resp. E(Xf )<am, E(/X,l”)<m for p 22). 
The \xiation of a process X on a rectangle ]_I-, .v] in p,,, is defined by 
X(ls, y], =x,, -xsts,, --x1,=,s +x. 
For a separable process X, X* stands for sup=. -,, IX, j, and HP (3, P), p 2 1, denotes 
the space of all separable S-adapted processes X such that X* is p-integrable 
wit!; !-L’spL’ct to P. 
I.Z.3 
1x1 x =qx,, ’ E I?,,,) $,e a real-valued integrable process on (f?, ..&‘, P) adapted 
to a given filtration 37 Then X is said to be a str~zg martingale (resp. weak 
rwrfir~prk~ 1. if, for all 2 < :’ in R,,,, 
E(A? j:, 2 ‘]j/$ ) = 0 as. (resp. E(X(],t, z’]1/3 ,’ ) = 0 a.s.), 
E ( _Y: ,‘,F,. ) -= x, a.s. 
An inieyrahlc process ,Y is said to be a l-mzrtingalc (resp. 2-nmhgale ) ii, for 
my tkd f F [( 1, fJ (I-tsp. s E [0, .s&, the one-parameter process (X5,, s E [O, SU]) 
( rasp. CX,. f : [ 0, f,,])) is an 3 ’ -martingale (resp. ZF’-martingale ).
A s’trong nx~rtingalc IS alw a martingale, and an adapted 1- and 2-martingale, 
all of which xt‘ weak martingales. If property F4 holds, then X is a martingale iff 
it is an adapted 1- and Z-martingale. 
When wt’ riced to underline the filtration F and the probability P for which X 
mat’ have the abc~e propertics, we write $-martingale, (9, PI-martingale and so on. 
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1.2.4 
A stochastic process W is called a Brownian sheet on R,,, if it is continuous (i.e., 
almost all trajectories are continuous on I?,,) and if it is a centered Gaussian process 
whose covariance function is given by 
E( W,,W,,,) = (s A u)(r A v). 
For a Bore1 set A in R,,, we denote by o(d W,, z E A) the sub-a-algebra generated 
by the set of r.v.‘s IA fr d W,, where f runs over the set of all bounded non-random 
Bore1 functions on RZ,,. 
The Brownian sheet W is called an 9 (resp. 9- 1, 5%2)-Brownian sheet if it is 
9 (resp. P1, %*)-adapted and, for each z =(s, t) in R,,, the o-fields c and 
o(d W,, x >> z) (resp. 9: and o(d W,,, u > s, 0 c v c to), 9,’ and o(dW,,, 0~ u s SO, 
v > t) are independent. Such a process is obviously a strong martingale (r-p. 
l-martingale, 2-martingale). The Brownian sheet W is called an 9-Brownian 
martingaZe if it is s-adapted and, for each z in I?,,, 9* and o(dW,, x P z) are 
independent Such a process is a martingale and both 9-l and 5%2-Brownian sheet. 
Conversely, an adapted P-l- and 9-2-Brownian sheet is also an 9V3rownian 
martingale. 
An R”-valued process is called a Brownian sheet if its components are mutually 
independent Brownian sheets. The above definitions are trivially extend& to an 
W-valued Brownian sheet. Finally, we recall that, for an n-dimensional Erownian 
sheet W, the filtration 9” has property F4. 
A Brownian sheet can be characterized in terms of one-parameter Brownian 
motions as follows. 
Proposition 1.1. A continuous, 1W”-calued process W = (( W i, . I, . , WY ), z E RJ 
t!anishing on the coordinate axes, is an 9 - LBrownian sheet iff Vm E N* and 
Wl, ’ l l 9 fm+l ) such that 0 5 tl < t2 < - l n < t,,+ 1 s to, the process 
I@ -{(( wit,,, - W:lk)(tktl -f&‘*), i = 1,. . . , n, k = 1,. . . , m, s cs0) 
is a one-parameter n x m-dimensional @-Brownian motion on [0, so]. 
Remark. A similar characterization can be given for an 9-2-Brownian sheet. 
Proof. As the necessity of the condition is obvious, we only prove its sufficiency. 
Suppose that the given condition holds. Then, for all t on, 10, to], ( WS~-“2, s E 
[0, so]) is an 9’-Brownian motion. Hence, the components of WSt are mutually 
independent centered Gaussian r.v.‘s and E(( Wi, )*) = st. Moreover, for s < s’ the 
r.v.‘s 
{( wl. r’tk t 1 - W:a,, )-( Wit,+, - Wi,, ), i = 1, . . . , n, k = 1, . . . , m}, 
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are mutually independent Gaussian r.v.‘s, independent of 93. Consider the parri- 
tions 0 = s1 < s2 < l . 9 < s,+l = so and 0 = tI < t2 < l l l < tq+l = ro. Then the rectangles 
AM =]h, rd, &+I, f~+d], k = 1,. . . ,p, I= 1,. . . ,q 
form a partition of I?,,. Let Bikl be an element of cr(d Wt, z CA&. By successive 
conditioning one can prove the equality 
P ( h h ?I Bik/) = fi fi fi P(Bik/)* 
k=l I=1 i=l k=l1=1 i=l 
Therefore, 
{Wi(Akr), i=l,..., rz,k=l,...,p,l=l,...,q} 
is a set of mutually independent centered Gaussian r.v.‘s. Now, any finite linear 
combination xl.k.: a,kl Wi,,, can be written as Ci,k,l a :klWi (Ak:). Hence, such linear 
combinations are centered Gaussian r.v.‘s. Consequently, W is a centered Gaussian 
process. 
Finally, we have for (~1, tl)A (s, t) 
Et Wf,,.W’,,, = E((( Wi,, - wI4l) + WLf ) Wi,[ ) = Utsi, 
and for (cl, t’ ) < Ls, t 1 
Et W:,,.W:, I= Et W:,,(( W(, - wl,,.) + w:, )) = KUS~, 
where 6,, is the Kronecker symbol. This proves that 
E( WLl. Wit ) = (U A s )(I.? A t)n’ij. 
Therefore, W is a Brownian sheet. The independence of 9: and cr(d W,,., u > s, 0 s 
c T tcJ is a trivial consequence of the hypothesis. 
1.2.5 
We denote by %r@), i = 0,1,2 and p E [ 1, OO[, the space of all processes 4 = 
(43 = E RX,,) satisfying the following conditions: 
4 a) 4 is measurable with respect to S!JS%~,, 
(b,,) (resp. (bl 1, (hz))~3 isStresp. S’, 9’)-adapted, I!V (cl !id II ,#I’ = [I E(]& “) d-1, R 2 0 I cm. 
We denote by LXP(.F), for integer p, the Banach space of processes P, indexed by 
R:,,: ti(r = ( P,,., (x, y 1 E RI,, ) satisfying the following conditions: 
(d) V(s, y I E R f,,, V,,. = 0 unless _Y :y, 
(e) 16’ is measurable with respect o L&,,~~&;.<.$,,,, 
t f 1 Wx, y 1 E R f,,, *,, is 5, ,.-measurable, 
1 ‘p 
(g:, IW I’ 
f / 
lk 
,’ = Ecj’P,, i” j d,1, d.1, 1 <=x ‘0 
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We denote by S@‘(S), i = 0, 1,2, p E [l, a[, the vector space of all processes C$ 
satisfying conditions (a), (bi) and 
(3 
J 
I& 1’ dA, < 00 a.s. 
R 20 




1 ?PxtlP dA, dA, < 00 a.s. 
RI, 
Let W = (W,, z E R,,) be a real SBrownian martingale (resp. g-i-Brownian 
sheet, i = 1,2) and let 4 E X;(S) (resp. S@(S), i = 1,2). Then the stochastic 
integral 
is defined as in [2] and [19] (here g is not supposed to have property F(4); the 
process 4 . W is a square-integrable martingale (resp. i-martingale) such that 
and 4 l W has a continuous version (resp. measurable version continuous in s if 
i = 1 and in t if i = 2) with which we identify it. 
For !P E S”(S) and for an 5%Brownian sheet W with 9 having property F4, the 
double integral and the mixed integrals 
(P ’ WA), = J ‘&, d W, ddA \,, (P*.4W), = ‘P&n d/l,. d W, (l*l) Rf J R: 
define respectively a continuous square integrable martingale, 1-martingalie with 
bounded variations in t, 2-martingale with bounded variations in s and 
Given an R*-valued S-Brownian sheet W = (W’, W*), one can similarI;/ define 
the mixed stochastic integral Ic/ l W’ W* which is a continuous square integrable 
martingale such that 
J 
. 
E(!b W1W2)f= E( ?Pfr ) dil, dA,. (1.3) 
R; 
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According to [3,21] the above stochastic integrals can be extended to elements of 
%‘f (9) and %*(m by a sort of localization. 
Finally, we mention that, for 4 E %‘T (m, i = 0, 1,2, the Stieljes integral 
defines an @-adapted process with bounded variation. 
1.2.6 
A continuous process 2 is called a semimartingale (resp. a p-integrable semimar- 
tingale, p =2m, nr E IV*) of an IV-valued 9-Brownian sheet W = ( W’, . . . , W”) if 
there exist processes 8, ~$5’ in &g(m (resp. %I$@)) for i = 1, . . . , n, and processes 
‘I/“, f’, g’ in k%*(9) (resp. Z’“(9)) for i,i = 1,. . . , n such that 
By partially integrating formula (1.5) one can write 
uf;,,,; d W:,,. + V,;,,, dL (1.6) 
where U’, V are measurable on [0, to] x&,, and, for each t in IO, to], Ui, Vf are 
adapted to the filtration (sUI, II E [0, so]), vanish for u > t and btliong to %‘f (9) 
(resp. ??T (9)). More generally, such a process 2 is called a 1 -semimartingale (resp. 
y-integrable 1 -semimartingale) of W. Similarly, Z can be represented as a 2- 
semimartingale (resp. p-integrable 2-semimartingale). 
The following Girsanov type theorem extends those given in [23,4,7]. We recall 
that the filtration 9is not supposed to have property F4. 
Theorem 1.2. Let Y = ( Y:, z E R,,,) he an IW”-valued SBrouwian martingale arld 
let H be au IW”-oahed process whose comporren ts are in 2Vg (99. 
(a) Tlterr the process L = (L:, z E R,,,) defined b? 
(H: )’ d,l, (1.7) 
is a I- and/or 2-martingale iff 
IE(L,,,) = 1. (1.8) 
‘Q(A) = E,,(L,,,Z(A )I, A E 9..,, (1.9) 
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is equivalent to P, and the process 
W= Y-H *iI 
is an (9, Q)-Brownian martingale. 
(1.10) 
Proof. The above assertions are immediate consequences of the one-lx~rameter 
Girsanov theorem [6]. We only show that, under condition (US), W is an (9, Q)- 
Brownian martingale. In fact, for any choice of points 0 s tl< t2 < . l l <: t,,+l = to, 
the process 
ti = (( ws:,+, - w:&j+~ -tJ*‘*, k = 1, . ..,rt,j=l,..., P;:iE[O,so]) 
is an n x p-dimensional (@, Q)-Brownian motion. Therefore, according to Proposi- 
tion 1 .l, W is an 9-l-Brownian sheet. By a symmetric argument, w can be shown 
to be an 9-2-Brownian sheet; hence W is an SBrownian martingale. 
We shall need to evaluate stochastic integrals of Y under the probability Q of 
Theorem 1 2. The following proposition provides a tool for that purpose. We 
suppose here that H and W are one-dimensional. 
Proposition 1.3. Assume that condition ( 1.8) of Proposition 1 4 2 is satL$ed and 
suppose that 9 verifies F4 under P. Then, for 4 E SVi(9’ Q), i = 0, 1,2, the r.c. 
where the stochastic integiaal is evaluated under Q, coincides as. with thkl stochastic 
integral 
J(4)= [ & dK 
4R =o 
evaluated under P. 
Proof. The assertion trivially holds if 4 is an elementary process as the one used 
in the construction of stochastic integrals [2]. For an arbitrary # E %‘f (9% Q), let 
Mn, n 2 1) be a sequence of such elernentary processes converging to C$ in Zf (9, Q). 
Then the sequence (I(&), H 2 1 j converges to I(& in the quadratic metan under 
Q; hence in probability under both Q and P. But according to [22, LenIma 1, p. 
7711, the sequence (J(&,), n 2 1) converges to J(4) in probability. l.‘herefore 
f (4) =J(c$) a.s. 
2. Model and method 
2.1. The model 
The filtering equations will be established for the following signal and observation 
model : 
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- The signal to be filtered is a semimartingale X of a Brownian sheet B as defined 
in Section 1.2.6. 
-‘The observation process Y verifies 
where H E 3&S”) (usually H is a causal functional of only the signal X) and 
W (the observation noise) is a Brownian sheet independent of B. 
The model will be constructed by the reference probability method which was 
first proposed in [25] and shown later in [l, 13, 15,161 to be a powerful method 
in establishing filtering equations. 
Let B and Y be two independent real Brownian sheets indexed by I?=,,, given 
on their canonical spaces (OH, dR, PR ) and (0 y, dy, Py ), respectively. The reference 
probability space, denoted by (fl, J$‘, P), is defined as the completion of the product 
probability space (OR x 0 ‘, .& C&4’, PR BP’ ). The two independent Brownian 
sheets B and k’ can be considered as defined cn this space. We then denote by 9, 
.J!I and % the natural filtrations, on (a, .& Pi, of (B, Y), B and Y respectively, and 
we have .d = %,,. We remark that filtrations 9, Z and % possess property F4 under 
P. 
From now onwards, we shall suppose that the following hypotheses are verified 
on (0, U.4, P). 
Hl 
t-12 
X is a semimartingale of B having the representation 
X=~‘.~+(D.B~-~..~B-~~BRII+~‘.BB 
where 0, @ E ch”?,(.in ) and f, g, V E X%3 1. 
H E Yt,‘, Ml I and the process L. defined by 
L =exp{H . Y -!H’ 9 A} 
is an @, P)-martingale on I?,,,. 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
According to Theorem 1.2, hypothesis H2 implies that the probability Q defined 
on .a:$’ as that of (1.9) is equivalent to P. Moreover, under Q, the process (I?, W) 
is an R’-valued .%Brownian martingale where 
K’= Y-H - ,I. (2.4) 
WC see that P and Q coincide on &. Thus X is a semimartingale of the Brownian 
hhect R under both P and Q, and H is an element of ?&.in, PI or %‘z(jn, Q) 
mdistinctly. Under probability Q, equation (2.41 is the exact replica of the observa- 
tion equation ( 2.1). Consequently, under hypotheses Hl and H2, the ‘signal and 
observation model‘ described above is well defined on (R, ~1, Q). The advantage 
in starting from the reference probability space CO, S& P) lies in the fact that this 
spaw is a product probability space that simplifies the elaboration of projection 
thcorerns and in the fact that filtrations S, .+!I and 3 have property F4 allowing us 
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to fully apply the theory of stochastic calculus. We shall carry out all the computa- 
tions on (LI, &, PJ with respect to filtration 9 or %3, but the stochastic integrals 
appearing in the filtering equations may be equivalently computed with respect to 
3 and Q as a consequence of the following result. 
Proposition 2.1. Under probability Q, gBsw mbcides with Sand, therefore, (B, W) 
is an 943rownian sheet. 
Proof. The proof is an immediate consequence of (2.4). 
Finally, we mention 
property F4, as can be 
our choice of the reference probabi!ity *method. 
that, under probability Q, filtration % no longer possesses 
deduced from a result of [7]. This is one of the reasons for 
2.2. Projecfiort of processes 
As in the one-parameter case, filtering equations for X will be expressed in 
terms of causal estimates, with respect to Y, of processes depending on the model. 
We therefore have to characterize (+I, Qi-projections of processes. For an S-adapted 
and Q-integrable process 2, a (%, Q)-projection is a process Z( l / 9 ) such that 
vy, vz, Z (Y/Z j = Ea(Z,./%z ) a.s. 
It is of course important that the process Z( l /. ) has good trajectorial properties. 
But, by the Bayes formula, the above condition on Z( l / l ) can alslo be writ&n as 
follows: 
(2.5) 
We see that the characterization of (99, Q)-projections can be brought to that of 
(9, P)-projections that we define below. 
To any P-integrable r.v. V, we associate an r.v. k(V), P-a.e. defined1 by the formula 
k(Vi(o”,w”)=k(v)(w~)= I V(w, w ‘*)PR(dw ). (2-6) nH 
Obviously, k ( V) is a version of Ep( V/C!&,,) and if V is 5$measurable, then k( 1’) 
is 2 version of Ep( V/ S& ). Or equivalently, for ail z, Sz and &, are conditionally 
independent given 9&. This property was shown, in [l] and IJS], to be a fundamental 
tool in various extensions of the reference probability method. 
For an arbitrary P-integrable process Z, we put kZ = (k (Zz ), z E R,,,). It is worth 
noticing that if Z is S-adapted (resp. @-adapted, i = l( Z!), then kZ is S-adapted 
(resp. +&adapted, r’ = 1,2) and, for all z, kz, is a vt.rsion of Ep8(Z$%) (resp. 
Ep(Z,/@ ), i = I,2 I. Wow, we would like to define a mod.ification ZCZ of kZ with 
desired trajectorial properties. In fact, KZ will only be defined in the following 
three cases. 
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Case (i) For a process 2 in H”(9, P), (p 2 1), kZ is defined everywhere on 
0 x R7,, except on an evanescent set and we put KZ = U. We note that KZ E 
HP@, P). The projector K so defined on HP@, P) preserves the limit properties 
of the trajectories. In particular, if 2 is continuous, then so is KZ. 
Case (ii) If kZ has any continuous modification, this modification will be denoted 
by KZ. 
Case (iii) If 2 is a process in X6(9) (resp. z:(9), i = 1,2), for some p 3 1, 
then kZ is defined ,II ,@ P-a.e. on R,,, H? and, for almost all z E R;,,, (kZ), is a 
version of Ep(Z,19&) (resp. &(ZJ@), i = 1,2). We define KZ as any process in 
the equivalence class of k,Y. Finally if 2 E X”(S), we define KZ in the same way. 
We only note in this case that for almost all (x, y) E Rz,,, (KZ),,, is a version of 
MZ,,Vl% 4. 
Case (i) applies to continuous square-integrable martingales (resp. square- 
integrable proper i-martingales of [20], i = 1,2). According to Cairoli-Doob’s [2] 
(resp. Wong-Zakai’s [20]) maximal inequalities, such a process, say 2, belongs to 
h: ‘(9, P) and KZ is a continuous square-integrable %-martingale (resp. proper 
%+martingale, i = 1,2). 
Case (ii) applies to the martingale L of (2.3) as shown by the following proposition. 
Proposition 2.2. Tkc martingale L of (2.3) is L log’ L-bounded and, for almost all 
W, XL )\w ) is hounded below by a posithe constant (depending on o ). 
Proof. ‘We have 
Therefore, 
The second part of the proposition is deduced from [3, Lemma 2.51 after having 
noticed that kL,,, 10 as. 
WC can now express the projection theorem on square-integrable semimartingales 
of the Brownian sheet (R, k’ 1, generalizing the one proved in [l] for one-parameter 
stochastic intrgr;,ls. 
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Proposition 2.3. (a) Let Z be the square-integrable semimartingale of the Brownian 
sheet (Y, B) defined by 
+f vIY+f’viB+g~ YA+g’*B/1 (2.7) 
where 8 E Z’;(S); 4, @E X$(9); !P, P’, P”, f, f’, g, g’E Z*(S); then K(Z) is the 
square-integrable semimartingale of Y given by 
K(z) = K(e) - 11 +K(& l Y +K(P) l YY +K( f) -‘/I Y +K(g) - Y/1. (2.8) 
(b) Let Z be the square-integrable l-semimartingale of the Brown‘an sheet ( Y, B) 
defined by 
where V, U, U’ satisfy conditions listed in Section 1.2.6; then K (2) is the square- 
in tegrabk 1 -semimartingale of Y given by 
WZ),, =(K(V,,.)*A),,+(K(U,,.)* V),,. (2.10) 
(c) An analogous assertion holds for a square-integrable 2-semimartingale. 
Proof. We compute the projection of (2.7) and (2.9) term by term by the same 
method as in [l] and [15]. According to maximal inequalities in [2] and [20], the 
terms of the right-hand sides of (2.7) and (2.9) define processes belonging to 
H*(.3, P). Therefore, their (%, P)-projection (as well as that of 2) are well defined 
by the projection operator K of Case (i) considered above. On the other hand, 
when the integrands of these terms are appropriate elementary processes, one can 
see that (2.8) and (2.10) hold. The final conclusion is reached by using the density 
of elementary processes in the corresponding spazes Z2(5: P) and %‘f (9, P). 
To end with process projections, we now define (5, Qi-projections of processes, 
compatible with the above definitions of (3, P)-projections. 
For any gy-adapted and Q-integrable r.v. Z,,, we put 
By Proposition 2.2 this ratio is defintd a.e. and is a version of E&J?&). 
If 2 is an S-adapted and Q-integrable process, then the process defined by 
(Z&z ) (and indexed by Rf, or by R,, when either )’ or z is fixed) may have a 
modification with interesting trajectorial properties according to those of the process 
defined by k(L,.&). In particular, whenever L.7 enters one of Cases (I), (ii) or 
(iii) where K(LZ) is defined as above, then we define the process (ZJz) by the 
ratio K(LZ)/KL. But these are not the only interesting modifications of (2:/r ). 
In fact, if k(LZ) happens to have a representation as semimartingale of Y, then 
obviously (ZJr ) has a continuous modification. Consequently, this kind of ‘good’ 
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modifications to be defined for the process (ZJz) or (ZJz) will appear clearly in 
the context. That is why we do not insist on classifying them. 
2.3. Unnormaiired filtering equations 
Let X be the square-integrable semimartingale defined by (2.2). Then it has the 
following representations as 1-semimartingale: 







In Section 4 1Jve shall give conditions under which the Ito differentiation rules of 
[24] applies to the product LX, providing the following representations as a 
semimartingale of the Brownian sheet (B, Y 1: 
(LX),, = I LL,,{X,,lHl,,’ d I’,,, + Ur l,,. dB,,,. + Vu,,. d-~ur)~ l R,, (2.18) 
(2.19) 
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(2.20) 
In case LX is a square-integrable semimartingale, Proposition 2.3 applies and 
we get the representation of K(LX) as a square-integrable semimartingale of Y. 
Proposition 2.4. If LX is a square-integrable semimartingale of (B, Y ), then K (LX) 
has the following representations : 
KW%t = K (L )sb (x,&dsb ) d Yab + I K (L )sb (fi.cdSb ) d&h, RS, 
(2.22) 
(2.23) 
Proof. The proof is an immediate consequence of the projection proposition 2.3. 
Remark. When L is a square-integrable martingale, we get the representation of 
K(L) in terms of Y, similar to Doleans-Dade type equations, already given in [23 J 
for a bounded H. These equations can be deduced from (2.211, (2.22) and (223) 
by setting X = 1 and 6, 4, V, p = 0, and by adding 1 to their right-hand sides. 
In Section 4, we shall see that (2.21), (2.22) and (2.23) can be written under 
more general conditions. Whenever these equations are valid, we call them horizon- 
tal, vertical and diagonal unnormalized filtering equations, respectively. 
In order to obtain filtering equations expressing (XJr) as semimartingales of Y, 
we have to apply the adequate Ito differentiation rules t3 the ratio K(LX)/K{L ). 
In Section 3 we shall obtain them by formal computations and give, in Section 4, 
various sets of hypotheses under which the obtained results are valid. 
-qoJd i!iu!~a~~y ar\~smm Iasnm m~atmmd-oM1 
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We prove the assertion (b) for the horizontal innovation. According to its 
definition, v *J’ is a continuous process on RSOtl. Formula (2.21 j, written for t, gives 
Let P’ and Q’ be the restrictions to ?&Or8 of P and Q. (KL)sot# is the Radon-Nikodym 
derivative of Q’ with respect to P’. Then an application of the one-parameter 
Girsanov theorem shows that the process v**” is a 1-Rrownian sheet under the 
probability Q’ (hence under Q) with respect to (%&, z < (so, t’)). 
In order to obtain the filtering equatiom., we make in this section, besides 
hypotheses Hl and H2, the following general hypothesis on the model: 
H Processes 8, 4, V, f, g and H are such that the unnormalized filtering 
equations (2.21), (2.22), (2.23) are valid, the Ito differentiation rules that 
we shall apply are justified and the resulting integrals are meaningful. 
Section 4 is devoted to the conditions of validity of this hypothesis. Some of 
these conditions allow a unified approach for the nonlinear case of [l 1] and the 
linear Gaussian case of [S] and [17]. 
To shorten the expression of the filtering equations we introduce the following 
notations. For r.v.‘s Z1,22, & on (a, 9&, Q) we put 
pz m, 22) = 
( 
li (Zk -(ZklZ)vf , 
k=l 
(3.4) 
&(&,22,23)= ( -ii (zk - (Zk/f ,,/z) l 
k=l 
According to the definition of (59, Q)-projections, these quantities coincide a.s. 
with the corresponding conditional moments. 
3.1. Lateral filtering and smoothing equations 
Lateral filtering equations were obtained in [1 I]; we give :here dir<:ctly the 
smoothing equations. 
Theorem 3.3 (Lateral smoothing equations). For (CT, 7) < (s, !), we have 
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Proof. For (c, 7) = (s, t), equations (3.5) (resp. (3.6)) are obtained by applying the 
one-parameter Ito differentiation rule to the quotient of K&X) by K(L) both 
written as 1-semimartingales (resp. 2-semimartingales) deduced from (2.21) (resp. 
(2.22)). For (CT, 7) <(s, t) defining the smoothing case, (3.5) and (3.6) are obtained 
by writing the corresponding filtering equations for the process X” denned by (3.7): 
Remark. Writing (3.5) for s = a; we obtain, for al3 T c t, 
This set of equations can be considered as a recursive filtering equation as was 
pointed out in [i8], for the one-parameter process X,,. , s E [0, so]), where for 
almost all w E a, X,,.(o) is a continuous real function on [0, to]. This point of view 
was iadopted in [S] for the Gaussian case, where lateral filtering equations were 
deduced from the corresponding equations for Hilbert space valued processes. The 
analogy between equation (3.8) and the one-parameter filtering equation [SJ is 
obvious. As a matter of fact, in the method used in deriving the above filtering 
equatio:l, the two-parameter aspect of the model does not play a great role. 
3.2. Diugonal filtering equation 
The diagonal filtering equation expresses (XJr ) as a (59, P)-semimartingale of 
Y. It was obtained in [ll] for a bounded H by applying the two-parameter Ito 
differentiation formula of [24] to the quotient of K(LX) by K(L). The computation 
of [l l] was tremendously long. We propose here another method which only uses 
lateral filtering equations. This approach is similar to the one used in [24] for 
deriving the two-parameter Ito formula from the one-parameter formulas. 
Theorem 3.4 (Diagonal filtering equation). The estimate (X&t) satisfws the ]bfiow- 
ing vqiiatiorl : 
J (I 
I 
+ &u (&,r H,,,. 1 d Y,,% 
R,, 1% I 
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&Pub (Xub, Hat, ) d Yab 
I II 
S - 
(Hab/Ub) duCub (Xub, Hab ) dAab 
4, a 
- I rab,uvPrtb (Xub, Hab, Huv 1 Rat 
X {d Yab 3 YLtv - (Huclub )d Yab dA uc 
- (Hab/Ub) d/tab d Y,, + (HahH,vIub) dnab d-At,, 1 (3*9) 
where dbpr,b(XUtj, H,,) (resp. dlcpub(X14b, Hab)) represents the stochastic differential of 
&,&(xUb, H,,) with respect to b (resp. U) given by the foilowing formula (3.10) (resjx 
(3.11)): 
gut&, Huv )= p,,(X,,,, HU, ) + J ~o,ulxl~ ‘. 
Il Pub(Xtb, Hab, Hur) dv2,b’ 
-Pub (xc67 Hab hub (Haby Hur )) dA lab, (3.10) 
psb !xsb, Hab )= Pa6 (Xatv Hab) + J lu slxlo bl Prcbtxitb, Hub, K,.) dv!tf . , 
+ I la,slxlo,bl {Pub( vb,uv~ Hab) 
Proof. We start from the horizontal filtering equation 
and replace ( Vl,uv/ut), pUt(Xur, H,,) and (H,,.ut) by their vertical filtering equations. 
The vertical filtering equation (3.6) gives 
WJut 1 = WUJUC ) + I I k,d ub ) dilah 1o.u ]x ]Lkf 1 
+ J Pub (Xtcbr Hub) dv:;‘. ]O.u]x 1v.r ] (3.13) 
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Similarly, an adequate application of our method to XUJ$,,, H,, and V& provides 
the following vertical filtering equations for v s t: 
( Vf.,,u/W) = (&Lh ) + J 10,L,lxlc,rlPL4h( v,w, Hlb) d&“* (3.16) 
Combining (3.14), (3.15) and (3.16), we obtain (3.10). Eq. (3.111 is obtained in 
the same way. 
Eqs. (3.15) and (3.16) give 
PJXtl, K,, wl,,/ut 1 = 
+ I I V-L,,lub~ dt,~udX,tw Hut.4 I’ 
wkre Lrlt,P,,h(X,,h, H,, . ) is the stochastic differential of P~,~(X,,~, H,,,) with respect o h. 
By substituting (3.16), (3.10) and (3.17) in (3.121, we obtain 
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Using definition (3.3) of v2, and (3.11) we finally get (3.9). 
In fact, (3.9) is a clearer form of the equation given in [ll], reproduced below, 
Corollary 3.5. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 3.4, equations (3.9), (3.10) and 
(3.11) give 
- Pub (Xub, Hat, )Pub t&r H,u )I dv iif’ dfktb 
In order to have the recursive diagonal filtering equation for X, it is sufficient 
to write (3.9) or (3.19) for the processX’ defined by (3.7) with 5 E a&. For instance, 
the equation of (X&t) is obtained from (3.9) by replacing X by X5 and 
Remark. As outlined in Section 1.1, we do not have a satisfactory definition of 
multiple stochastic integrals with respect to the filtration 3 and probability Q. Nor 
do we have an intrinsic way of defining all the stochastic integrals with respect to 
the innovations. Nevertheless, (3.19) may alternatively be considered with respect 
to filtration % and probability P with stochastic integrals computed in Y’ and :1 or 
with respect to filtration 9 and probability Q with stochastic integrals computed 
in W (see (2.4)) and ~1. So far we do not knrjw how to define intrinsic stochastic 
integrals with innovations. 
3.3. Generalized Riccati equations 
As in the one-parameter case, it would be interesting to h.ave stochastic differential 
equations satisfied by the conditional covariance PJX,,~,, X& for (~1, tl), (~2) tz) E 
d&. The method used in establishing (3.10) and (3.11) applies here. We then 
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obtain the following equations written in differential form: 
for tl’t, t+t, 
(3.20) 
(3.21) 
forany.sl<s and t+t. 
Similar equations expressing d,~.~~ (X,,I, X&J for s 1 s s, sz s s and d,p,, {X,, [, Xs,z j 
for sI 5 s and t2 < t can be written in terms of c,‘*’ by permuting the roles of s and t. 
4. Conditions of validity of the filtering equations 
In this section we express hypotheses on X and H justifying step by step all the 
computations made for the derivation of the filtering equations in the preceding 
section. Our motivation in the elaboration of these hypotheses is the formulation 
of a general approach applicable to both the nonlinear model of [ll] and the 
Gaussian linear models of [S] and [17]. 
In order to avoid frequent repetitions we recall that everything is constructed 
on the reference probability space (0, SQ, P) of Section 2.1, X is a square-integrable 
semimartingale of B given by (2.2); H is a %-adapted process; L is defined by 
(2.3) whenever H l Y is well defined; and Q is the prokability measure defined 
by dQ = L,,, dP when L is a martingale. We shall denote by E expectations under 
P and by EIIf those tinder any other probability P’. In all the situations considered 
here the validity of the model is guaranteed (cf. hypotheses I-11 and H2 of Section 
2.1 1, 
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The definition of a p-integrable semimartingale of a Brownian sheet was given 
in Section 1.2.6 and we often use the following majoration deduced in /[7] from 
the maximal inequalities in [2] and [24)]. 
Lemma 4.1. If X is a 2n-integrable semimartingale of a Brownian sheet with n E IV*, 
then we have 
E[(X*)‘“] < 00, (4.1) 
U:“u,_, d&, +E V::v U,, <a, (4.2) 
s.r I ‘Rx, JR,, 
4s shown in the following theorem, a 
a martingale. 
(4.3) 
Novikov type condition ensures that L is 
Theorem 4.2. Supppose H satisfies the following condition : 
(4.4) 
then L is a martingale. 
Proof. As can be seen from the given condition, H belongs to %‘@9. Therefore, 
by the one-parameter Novikov Theorem [12] L is both a l- and 2-martingale. 
Coroilary 4.3. If H satisfies the following condition on I?,,,: 
E( exp( 18 lRzo ff: W)] c-o, 
then L is a martingale and E(L*“) < 00. 
(4.5) 
Proof. Condition (4.5) implies (4.4), therefore L is a martingale. We have 
L,’ =exp{(3H - Y), -9(H2 l ,l)Z}exp{15/2(H’ 9 A/i)z); 
then 
E(Lz) s {E(exp(GH l Y),- -i(36H’ l il jz )}l”{E(exp 15(H2 . -1 )J? 
According to conditior; (4.4) applied to 6H, the first factor on the right-side 
equals 1 and the second is finite according to (4.5). Then E(Lz) is bounded and, 
by the Cairo&Doob maximal inequalities, E(L”3) < 00. 
Proposition 4.4. Let X be a 4-integrable semimartingale and kt H satisfy condition 
(4.5). Then LX is a square-integrable semimartingale of (B, Y). 
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Proof. We have, for any z in I?,,, 
E(L:X: : = E&,X: ) =G [E&~)]“‘[EW: )11’2 
s [E(L*3)]“2 [sup E& )]1’2- 
z 
Therefore, supf E[(LX):] < 00. 
On the other hand, the given conditions on 8,4 imply that ~99, Ld belong to 
Xi@) and processes defined by LyOJ&, LyQxgx.y, with (x, y) in RZ,,, are ehnents 
of X2( 9). From the expression 
and the above conditions, we deduce that the process 
is necessarily an element of X’(9). By a similar argument one can prove that the 
terms of (2.20) represented by the products L. CL:, L. p. and L. rf-. are also 
elements of R2(9). It then follows that in the expressions (2.20) of LX, the local 
martingale part is a square-integrable martingale. Therefore each term belongs to 
adequate spaces SY2(S). 
We see that under the conditions of Proposition 4.4, the unnormalized filtering 
equations hold. But there are cases in which condition (4.5) may not be satisfied 
and yet the unnormalized filtering equations may be valid. Here we deal with one 
of these cases. 
We first widen the condition under which L ic< a martingale. The following 
theorem was already stated without proof in [4]. We give here a detailed proof, 
since parts of it will be used in the subsequent heorems. 
Theorem 4.5. Srrppose H satisfies the followitzg conditiotz : 
Proof. L,e:O=.s,<s-,<~~ -<s,~+~ = 
“8~ fori=l,...,tz. Wethenput 
so be a partition of [0, so] such that t&i+* - si ) s 
-1, =](S,. O), (Si I 1, to)], I’ =l{S, <.S SS,, 1) and ilj/ = to(.Ylt 1 -Si)* 
We first notice that condition (4.6) implies that E&” ) is bounded on R=,, for any 
II E iv* and that condition (4.5) is fulfilled on every Ai. 
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Now, we put 
and 
L:,= Li,‘Ls, for i =2,. . . , n, with Lit = L:,‘l. 
(4.7) 
1(4.8) 
We notice that 
Lf,’ = L,, for s s si and L,$( = fi tf,. 
i=l 
Let us suppose that L’-’ is an (9, P)-martingale and define a probability Pi-’ by 
dP’-’ = L’-* dP. Then let W’ be defined by 
W:r = Ysr -I, (;$ t&L) dA,,. (4.9) 
According to our Girsanov Theorem 1.2, (B, W’) is an (9, Pi-‘)-Brownian marting- 
ale and, as in Proposition 2.1, its natural filtration, gBVwi, coincides with S. 
Therefore, (B, W’) is an (9, P’-‘)-Brownian sheet. Using Proposition 1.3, we see 
that, with respect o Uii, 9, Pi-‘, L? may be written as follows: 
L’ =exp{l’H l W’-$(I&)* l A}. (4.10) 
Corollary 4.3 applies to 2’ with ‘13, Y, H, replaced by Pi-l, W’, I’H, respectively. 
Since H is gB-measurable, we have 
Therefore, Li is an (9, Pi-‘)-martingale such that EP’ ~(i~*)~ is finite. Consequently, 
according to (4.8), L’ is an (9, P)-martingale and a recurrence on i leads to the 
conclusion. 
Theorem 4.6. Suppose that X is a 4-integrable 1~ emimartingale and H satisfies tk 
assumptions of meorem 4.5. Then the urrnormalized horizontal and vertical filtering 
equations are valid. 
Proof. We use the construction and notations of the proof of Theorem 4.5. From 
(2.21) we can deduce the following equation for s E ]si, si+l]: 
(41.11) 
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For an S$-measurable and P’-’ -integrable r.v. 2, we denote by 2i the version of 
Epi 1(2/%&) defined by 
iti = k(L;-‘Z)/k(L:-‘). (4.12) 




As we shall indicate below, this equality becomes 
Then the right-hand side of (4.14) can be written as 
But, since L& 1 = Li,I * for u E ]si, si+ 11, this is equal to 
and, by M.121, to 
By summing with respect to i we obtain the unnormalized horizontal filtering 
equation (2.21). The unnormalized vertical filtering equation (2.22) can be estab- 
lished in the same way. 
Now, it remains to justify the passage from (4.13 j to (4.14j. First, we notice that 
1?X is a square-integrable semimartingale of (II, W’) under Pi-‘. Therefore, the 
integrands of the right-hand side of (4.13) are in %‘:(S, Pl-‘). On the other hand, 
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for any fixed t and for all S, s’ such that si <s 6 s’s si+l we have 
VA E SS,: Pi-l(A/gSJ = k(Ld,‘l(,-l.))/k(Lf,‘) 
because L$j’ = L6:’ = LSi,. 
= k(Lf;‘I(A))/k(L:;‘) = Pi-‘(A/+&,) (4.15) 
This property is the same as the one used in [l] and [15] for the construction of 
a projection theorem similar to Proposition 2.3. The passage from (4.13) to (4.14) 
can be proved by adapting the proof of [13] or [IS] to the situation considered here. 
Theorem 4.7. Let X be an g-integrable semimartingale and Hsatisfy the assumptions 
of 77zeorem 4.5. Then, the unnormalized diagonal filtering equation holds. 
Proof. We start from the unnormalized horizontal filtering equation 
k (U-j,, = 
I 
k (L&,,,) d&v + k (LJG,H,, ) d L (4.16) 
RS, I RS, 
and we replace in this equation the processes 
&AL,,, (u, v) E CO, SO] x[O, tl> and &,&H,,, (u, v) E [O, SOI xBA 4) 
by their expressions deduced from their unnormalized vertical filtering equations. 
By the Ito formula [23] we have 
By Theorem 4.6 this gives 
mJL.4,) = kL”e,d+ c 
Jlo,ulxlo,tl 
k (Lub vb,uv&b ) d Yub* (4.17) 
We obtain in the same way 
Finally, by substituting (4.17) and (4.18) into (4.16) we obtain the unnormalized 
filtering equation (2.23). 
To conclude this section we summarize the main results in the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.8. Let X be a 2n-integrable semimartingale of the Brownian sheet B (with 
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n E N”) and let H be a B-adapted process such that 
Consider the folio wing situations Si for i = 1,2,3 : 
- S1: H is bounded, 
- sz: E(exp(l8 I,.,, hJ: dk]) <m, 
- S-3: 3~, S > 0 such that E(exp FH~ ) < S. 
T/WE the horizorltal and certical filtering equations (3.5) and (3.6) hold if (i = 1, n 2 
2) 01’ (i = 2, n S2,rnZ2)or (i=3,na2). 
In adi’ition, the diagonal filtering equation (3.12) holds if t i = 1, 11 2 2) or (i = 
2, iI 24, WI 24) 01 p Ci =3, n 244). 
Proof. The proof is a simple matter of verification. 
In [ 1 l] the filtering equations we obtained are related to the case (i = 1, II 2 2). 
The Gaussian model considered in the next section is covered by the case (i = 3, n 2 
4). 
5. Case of diffusion processes 
The Gaussian linear model mentioned above is a particular case of a more general 
model in which the signal X is the solution of a set of stochastic iifFerentia1 equations. 
Let R/I be the process defined by 
iW=G* B (5.1) 
where B is a Brownian sheet and G a nonnegative nonrandom square-integrable 
function on &, and let X be a continuous process atisfying the: following equations: 
I 
\ \ 




’ i&s, t‘, X,’ 1 dl* + 
I 
I 




whcrc A, ,ii and D are continuous nonrandom functions o:r R,, Y R. 
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It is shown in [lo] that under certain regularity conditions on A, A, D, such 
a process X satisfies an equation of the following type: 
+ 
I 
&u, v, X,,,)M(u, du) du + 
I 
&u, L’, X,,)M(du, v) dt( 
RS, R,, 
+ J Pfu, u, x,,,)M(du, v)M(u, du) (5.4) R,, 
r cses a Markov property as defined in [9]. In this case X is called a diffusion 
Pi . 
_I I. Y the same method as for a semimartingale, one can obtain the filtering 
equations for such a process. These equations and the corresponding Piccati-type 
equations have, expressions deduced from the general case by the following formal 
substitutions: 
u t.tAc’ = D(u, t, XALL., 
Now, let X be a Gaussian Markov process [b] defined by 
X,- = D.&Z, (5.5) 
where M is the Gaussian strong B-martingale (5.1) and D a strictly positive 
nonrandom real function on R,,, with continuous partial derivatives aDs,/as, tZ&/& 
and a’D,,/as at. Then X is a diffusion process satisfying the following equations: 
x,, = J ’ aD,,> (, acD ,.‘X,,. dc + J ’ DsJ% du 1, 0 
xt = J a2DL,c - -D ,,,‘X,,,: dil,,1. + R,, all au J D,,,,iWdu, dc 1 R,, 
+ J an,, --M(u, du) du + 4, au J mu! -M (du, u ) do. R,, au 





where tz is a nonrandom continuous function on RI,,. 
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Since D is a nonrandom function, one can deduce the filtering equations for X 
from those of AZ =D-‘X. Thus (3.5) and (‘3.6) provide the following expressions: 
<x.s,lst ) = a, J D,-,‘p,,(X,,, X,, )h,, dv ii for T < Z, (5.10) &, 
The last term of diagonal filtering equation (3.9) vanishes in ithis case. In order to 
simplify the notation we write this in the following formal differential form for A& 
with 5 E 8R,, (cf. (3.7)): 
d[D,’ !XJst>l= D5.1pst(Xc, Xth dd’t 
(5.12) 
Conditional covariance functions p in (5.10)-(5.12) are entirely determined by 
the following generalized Riccati equations: 
J 
(1 “12 








t - p,t(XsT, X,,%)h ;',.pst(X,,,, X,,., dc for u < s, T 5 t 
0 
(5.14) 
with two other equations written by permuting the roles of J and t in (5.13) and 
(5.14). 
Linear filtering equations and corresponding Riccati equations for Gaussian fields 
were obtained in [ 161 (and lateral filtering equations in [ 171) from the representahn 
of Y-weak martingales and ($ -1 or 2-martingales under probability Q. The lateral 
filtering equations (5.12) and (5.13) and corresponding Riccati equations for the 
Gaussian Markov process (5.5) were obtained in [g] by the linear filtering method 
of Hilbert space-valued processes and diagonal filtering equation by a geometric 
approach. The results presented here in the nonlinear case thus generalize those 
of the already known linear filtering problem. 
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